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Important Notice For Operation
Dear GlucoRx U-Right HbA1c Analyser Owner:
This instruction contains important information you must know before
use. Please read it thoroughly and carefully.
1. Before Measurement
．Ensure the cover is closed while initiating the
system.
close cover

2. Preparing Patient Samples
．Import the lot information for each new box of cartridge.
Lot:
14C1
19

-0002

Lot:
14C119-0002

．The reagent cartridge must reach room
temperature before use.

flexible pull-tab
capillary holder

．When handling the cartridge, do not touch the
optical window or erroneous test results may
occur.
optical window area

．When the capillary is filled with the sample,
analysis must begin immediately (to avoid the
blood drying).
．Do not pull the tab before you insert the cartridge
into the cartridge compartment. If the cartridge is
damaged or the flexible pull-tab is loose or
missing, please discard it and replace with a new
one.
3. Analyser Operation
．Open the cover at a tilted angle of 120 degrees until
a click is heard or felt. If the cover is not open at 120
degrees, the cover may close again or the cartridge
may not insert completely. This may damage the
Analyser.
．Hold the reagent cartridge with the label facing left.
The cartridge is designed to fit only one way into the
system. Do not force the cartridge into the system.
．Do not open the cover during the measuring
process; the rotation of the internal device may
cause personal injury or damage the device.
．To place the thermal paper, the induction surface of paper roll should
be facing up and be threaded into the correct direction before printing.

anti-body

absorbent cotton

．Too much or less amount of blood may lead to erroneous test results.
Too much

Too less
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